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METHODS USED IN THE NACA TANK FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF
STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS OF FLYING

By ROLAND E. OLSON and NORMANS. LAND

SUMMARY

Recent trends in thadesign of jlying boats,mhh m high wing
loadings (high get-awy epeed.8)and high load coejiti (ml.u-
twely namww hdk) have made the problems a#80ciatedwith
longitwdind stability of primaqt importance. The need for
additimul reeeurch on longitwdinul stabii?iiyor porpoi.s-ingi%
recognized and the tiity characteristicsof modek of 8everId

jlyhg boat8 have been determined in NACA Tank No. 1.
Th83ainve8ti@ti were madefor the purpose of (1) determin-
ing ewila.h?emethodefor evaluating the 8tUbi@ ChUT(Z.Ct&i-?3tti8

of modeh of jtying bode, and (2) determiningthea’sign param-
eter which huve an importani q7ect on the porpmking. Thie
report is, mainly concerned with the eonetruciion of suitable
models, the apparaim, and tb metlmi%used in the tak %
e~ect of change8in 8onb? d.e3i@nparametersh discu88ed.

The modelswere dynumidly timi?ar to theful.l%ze airph’ne.
-mti eimila~y required the ui of a complite mooki with
w@78, tad, and M bw% iO8c& dimen.eiww,the weight of the
model being80d@08ed as to reedt in 8c4deweight, balance,and
pitching momemtof inertiu. The u8e of& models rew?.tsin
forctx and motion-ssimilur to tho8e of tih jidl-size I@n.g boat.
A deacnption of the conduction of a typical m.mikland the
balk-ding proc+xi?ureWxedia pre+wnted.

For the purpo8e of invedgating the stability characterize
of a modti dw-ing take-of, two general methods are WWQUy
followed: (1) the range of trims at which the model b stabk is
determinedfor a 8& of corwtantepeeo?acoveri~ a practical
range of operation, and (.2] the vm-iutionin attitwdeand be-
havior of the model i8 noted during aew?eraied rune. It is

. found that, in genam?,there are two primary limits of 8t4Lbili@:
an upper limti of tm”mabove which porphing occur8, and a
lower limit of trim below which porpo%ng occurs. Between
th-eeehmiti lies a range of 8tabk?tri?m which ie the openzting
rangefor 8tabt?etake-q$. Thti stubt?erange of trimsform the
limitaiti on center-of~ady locutiom and iwrodynamio
Control-eurfw setting8 for 8tab14take-q$s. The upper trim
limit has two branches. The high.ezbranchdejiw tlw tn”nMat
which porpting 8tark a8 the trim h increa.wl, and the lower
branch dejhu%th.i?tri?m a# which 8tubi.?dyi8 again reached a8
the trim is deeream-d.

An incrwe in mooki!9T088hui? ie found to move the trim
limit8 of 8t~~y to higher trim. An iweme in the depth of
8tep luwno appreciu.bkeJect on the lower trim limit of 8tu.Mity
but raiwe the upqr trim limii%to higher trime and reducee the
tiknce of the porpoising.

THE LONGITUDINAL-
BOATS

IN’IXZODUCTION

The probla” of the longitudinal stabili~ of flying boats
while in motion on the water has become of major importance
in the design of such boats because of the present trends in
the construction of that type of craft. Flying boats are being
designed with high wing loadings (increased gekaway
speeds), greater load coef%cients (relatively narrow hulls),
and high centem of gravity. These characteristic, not
found in older designs, cause the flying boats to operate
under conditions that, in general, have not been previously
encountered. WW these and other changes, the flying
boat is apparently beaning more unstable while on the
water and at the same time, in view of the incrensed get+
away and lamiing speeds, a condition of stability is more
essential now than previously. The resistance ch~cteris-
tics have become of secondary importance because of the
increased power available in prwent engine designs.

The need for additional research on the problem of longi-
tudinal stability, or porpoising, is recognized and models of
several flying boats have already been tested at the NACA
tank. Many of the forms have had poor characb”stics of
longitudinal stability, and changes in form have been sug-
gested for the purpose of either correcting or reducing the
pOI’pOiSillg tendencies. Models of new designs have been
tested to determine under what conditions they are unstable, .
and ohanges in form have been made in an eflort to in-
sure stability for the full-size flying boat.

The present paper is devoted to the discussion of certain
methods of testing dynamic models that have been found
helpful in the determination of the longitudinal-stability
characteristics on the wa.tarof Qnumber of specific flying
boats. It should be noted that these methods are still in
the process of improvement and no method as yet gives a
perfect or final answer. Consequently, both specific and
general research must be continued for the purpose of im-
proving knowledge of the problems associated with the
appearance of dynamic instability.

The effects of similar modiikations on the longitudiual-
stability characteristics of these models will be compared
and general conclusions may be drawn as to the importance
of these modifications. These results should be of assistance
in evaluating the eflecb of possible variations in the planing
bottom of any particular model.

Re&arch shouId not be confined to the investigation of
defhite forms but should be exixmded to include the
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determination, insofar as possible, of the necessary conditions
that must exist in the design of the flying boat to provide
stability on the water and the order of the importance of
these conditions. The technique used in testing should be
developed, with emphasis placed on duplicating full-size
maneuvem. Additional information should also be obtained
concerning the application of tank data and observations
to the full-size airplane.

METHODS USED IN PREDICI’ING STARILITY
CHARACTERISTICS

Theoretical,-Mathematical theories for determining the
condition of stability of a flying boat while on the water have
been suggested. Perring and Glmmrt (reference 1) were
among the first to publish an approximate solution to the
equations of motion for a flying boat. Klemin, Pierson, and
Storer (reference 2) have presented a slightly different treat-
ment of the same general method given in tho British paper.

The amount of work necessary to determine the condition”
of stability by use of the method of referenm 1 or reference 2
is wdrernely large. Aerodymunic and hydrbdynamk data
for the airplane must be available, and the actual computa-
tions are tedious. Until a more simple, less laborious, and
more accurate method for dekrminhg the condition of
stabili~ by means of theoretical computations is developed,
the need for tests of dynamic models in the towing tank
will remain.

Observations made during the usual tank tests.-Predict-
ing the stability characteristics of the modeJ on the basis of
observations made during the usual tank tests may lead to
erroneous conclusions. The procedure followed in this type
of test (reference 3) requires only that a model be geometric-
ally similar to the full-size hull; the correct gross weight is
obtained by counterbahmcing the weight of the model and
the weight of the towing gear. The mass that is moving
vertically is thus greatly in excessof the weight corresponding
to the gross weight of the aircraft. With the present type of
towing gear, it would be imppsaible to obtain the correct
mass moving vertically. The lift of the wings is simulated
by a hydrofoil lifting device or dead weights, and no effort
is made to duplicate the change in lift with change in trim,
the damping effect, or the control momants of the aerody-
namic surfaces. The models are generally constructed of
pine or mahogany and no attempt is made to obtain the
correct moment of inertia.

The porpoising characteristics observed during this type
of test are only a very rough approximation of those for the ‘
full-size flying boat.

Research using dynamically similarmodels.-References 4,
5, rmd 6 report research conducted by the British in the
Vickem and RA.E. tanks with dynamic mod~j models
with the proper geometric form and aIso the correct moment
of inertia and mass moving vertically. These reperk discuss
the methods used and a few of the conclusions drawn from
the results of the te9ts.

Resear&hhas been conducted at the NACA tank to inves-
tigate the stabiIity characteristics of flying boats by use of
dynamically similar models. The aerodynamic surfaces,
wing and tail group, are a part of tho model.

The remainder of this report will be devoted mainly to o
discussion of the problems involved in the construction.of the
model, the apparatus for making the tests, and the methods
of testing. In this discussion, data from the construction
and tests of a model of a typical flying boat will be used for
illustration and from the data some conclusions will be drawn
as to changes in the form of the hull that will improve the
stability characteristics.

MODEL

Seleotion of size of model.—In tank tests the results of
modol tests are converted to full size by applying Froudo’s
law of comparison. According to this law, the hydro-
dynamic forces vary as the cube of the scalo at a given vahm
of the Froude number V2/bg(where V is the speed; 6,the beam
of the model; and g, the ~avity constant). It can also be
shown that, neglecting scale effect, the aerodynamic forces
vary in the same way with scale. Neglecting scale efbct,
the aerodynamic forces are a function of pZzV2(where p is the
density of the air; 1, a characteristic length; and V, the
speed). At the same Froude number, W varies as tho first
power of the scale and 12variea as the square of tho scale;
hence the aerodynamic forces vary as the cube of the scale,

If the model is built with a form similar to the full aim and
the gross weight is proportional to the cube of the scale,
the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forcw on the model wilI
simulate those on the full size, if scale effect is neglected.
In order to reduce the error due to scale effect, the models
are built as large as possible, the limiting condition bring
the width of the tank. (Seo fig. 1.)

Particulars of model.—The model used for i.lhwtmtion
represents a hypothetical design for a modem flying boat of
133,000 pounds grow weight and is desi=matedNACA model
101. The form of the hull was chosen from n seriesof stream-
line,hulls originated at the NACA tank. Part of the serica
has been tested, but the results have not been pubIished. A
later extension of the series was made to include variation
in the length-beam ratio, and it was from this last-mentioned
family that the hull for model 101 was chosen.
“ The heights of the bow and stern were selected on the basis

of the results obtained during tests of the original streamline
hulls. The length-beam ratio is 6.54. The lines of tlm hull
are given in figure 2; the typical sections, in figure 3; and
the offseb, in tables I and II. The general arrangement of
the complete model is shown in figure 4.

Inmortant dimensions of the model are as follows:

Dimensions of hull:
main, ~m-------------------------
Bw, atsWp ----------------------------
kn@hoffombtiy ------------------------
bn@ofti&rbody -----------------------
hn@ofti *mien --------------------
~gt~ ovw-aU---------------------------
Depth of step:

Model 101BA, 2.8 percent beam--------
Model 101BB, 49 percent beam--------
Model 101BC, 7.0 percent bearo--------

Angle of dead rise at step:
molutig ~e~------------------
bcludng ctie fire -------------------

Angle between keel lines at step-------------

One-lwdflh-
FuU-812eafumodel
(fed) (inch)

1426 1426
13.84 13.64
66.02 66.02
37.16 37.16
36.24 36.24

126.41 1’X 41

.40 .40

.70 .70
1.00 1.00

20”
18,5°
6.8°
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E@ih Of WOf~

Wtdfh of f~ 2%%
I+3@f of rcller
coqe from wafer 4aw

h&@f of boffan of
y_JL’o~~nqa3

I19LW
Lenqfh of &an be-
tween pu&.5r d
man com”op 3m.m

(Fw mu. ca-rmge see .ef&ace 3)

Ilauu I.-Qonoml -goment of pushercsmfagofor towfns dynpfo models

Mif+scdh
WILT -—-— .—. _ .—-— ------ -=z-e

4

E&e Ihe

Af?

FIOIJICZ2—Lfne3 of model 101BA.

Dimcmeionsof wimc

0#0#.

S#iHf% P&e

3,700ha------------------------------------- ~ti 3,700
Inched

Span------------------------------------- ‘ 200 200
Rmttioti ------------------------------- 2s 2s
Root ohord, mctiom ----------------------- NACA 23021
Tip fiord -------------------------------- 9.33 9.33
Tip ohord, section------------------------- NACA 23o12
Anglo of wing setting, b base fine----------- 5.5°
Loading edge at root, aft of bow------------ 41.03 41.03
Length M. A. C,-------------------------- 20.12 20.12
Leading edge M, A. C. aft of bow----------- 43.79 43.79
Leading edge M. A. C. forward of step------ 1223 12.23
Ta@rratio ------------------------------- 3:1
M~otratio ------------------------------ 10.7
Upper-surface ordinates at 35-percent chord lie on line per-

pendfoular to centerline of model. No tm.
.

Dimonsiom of horizontal tafl surface:
S&l&e

Egucuafeet
Aw------------------------------------- 504 504

Iucka

Span------------------------------------ ~do 42.0
Chord, totil ------------------------------ 120 120

Dimensions of horizontal taif surface-Continued
Chord, elevator---------------------------
btion ----------------------------------
@mtratio ------------------------------

Imdingoonditions :
&g. fomard of tip-----------------------
c. a. above kwl---------------------------
c. g., peroent M.A. C----------------------

Gross ]OdS:
N models (normal CAO=0.72)--------------
AlaoonmodellOIBC:

c4-o.62------_--- 2-----------------
CAO=0.82----------------------------

Pitohhig moment of inertiaaboutc. g.:
~mod~(noml)-----------------------
Also on model 101BC (25-peroentinorwse)---

one-i@-fh-
Fuil-afze dumodd

6.0 6.0
NACAO015

3.5
Fat Inc.ia

7.20 7.20
13.11 13.11

25

POunda Bun&
133,000 76.5

107,800 65.8
142,500 37.1

sfu~cli~ sfu@d$

149,000 s. 97
186, 000 7.46

kk-smovingverfiically: Pounds i%un&

Mmod& (nod)----------------------- 133,000 76.6

{

67. I
&o on model 10IBC------------------------------- 95.6

114.7
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Figure 5 shows model 101BA assembled and ready for
testing.

Construction of model.—li order that mod.itlcationsmay
be easilymade, the hull of this particular model is constructed
in three sections. The bow section forms the portion of the
hull forward of station 10. The main section ~nds from
station 10 to the after perpendicular and is recessed to receive
the third, or afterbody, section. Three afterbody sections
were available for these tests giving &ree depths of main
step. Tho wing and tail group are attached to the main
section of the hull.

Figure 6 shows the type of construction used throughout
the hull. Transverse frames with lightening holes are cut
from j&inch and %inch spruce plywood. A mean-line
strirqgerof %-inch plywood extends on each side from bow
to stern. Other stringem are Yi by )@ch balsa. Two
relatively heavy bulkheads (j&inch plywood with no liihb
ening holes) and n heavy horizontal platform (Kich
mahogany) are located at the position of attachment of
w-@ and towing fitting. The bottom is planked with
J&iich balsa and the sides and deck are planked with
X~inch bh. The hull is covered with proiihn to prevent
absorption of water by the balsa planking. The bottom
and lower portion of the sides have two coats of gray pig-
mented varnish in addition ‘to the proiihn. The profilm is
applied to the balsa skin in small sheets, or--strips, with
overlapping edge9.

The same type of construction (fig. 7) is used in the wing.
Ribs are plywood and stringem are balsa. A hollowed balsa
leading edge forms the main spar. The skin is fi~inch

, n

.

m o 50”

FIQWBB4.-Oenemf arrangmmnt of NAOA mcdel 101.

balsa applied in diagonal strips. Like the hull, the wing is
entirely covered with profihn and its undersurface was given
two coats of gray pigmented varnish. The wing is bolted
to the hull at a lixed location and with a fixed rmglo of in-
cidence of 5%0.

The tail group is made up of four subassemblies: two ver-
tical surfaces, a stabilizer, and an elevator. Construction
of these surfaces is similar to that of the hull and the wing.
Inasmuch as the lateral stability was not being investigated,
the two vertical surfaces do not have movable ruddom;
instead, each is a single iixed surface of proper mea to simu-
lab rudder and vertical stabilizer. The settings of both
elevator and stabilizer are independently and remote]y con-
trollable from the carriage by means of Bowden type cables.

Two duralumin rails are mounted in the forebody of the
model to carry the ballast weights. The ballast ottn be
moved fore and aft along the rails and adjusted vertically by
means of spacm. The center of gravity is made to coincide
with the pivot by adjusting the position of the ballast.

The moment of inertia is determined by swinging the
modeL Methods for swinging are described in the appendix,
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Relative contribution of parts of model to the total moment
of inertia.-As a guide in the construction of future dynamic
models, the main subassemblies of NACA model 101 were
swung individually to determine the relative importance of
each in the total moment of inertia of the whole model. AII
moments of inertia are in shqg-feets. The data are msembled
as follows:

m Iabont
Item I. almnt ilander W&u.

own c. 0. inatbto L%%.
&co.

Immmcmtof

Eta.. ----------------------------------- M-J 0.11 249
w~------------------------------------

4a7
.12 “.23 &8

Iloriznntal W-------------------------- ------------ l.g L26 2L0
va-tkd m----------------------------- .-... -. . . . . .43 7.2
B------------------------------------ ----5-Z----
ToW . . . -------------------------------- :% k% 1$:

Note that the Io of the tail surfacea waa too small to
mensum, but the iinal contribution of the tail surfaces to
the required test moment of imhia of the complete model
is slightly greater than that of the ballast. Light constru~
tion of the tail surfaces and the after portion of the hull is
therefore essential.

Departures from full-size form that permit more exaot
simulation of full-size behavior.-!l?he model previously
described may be considered a dimensionally and dynami-
cally correct reproduction of a hypothetical flying boat. It
has been found that such a model is primarily useful for com-
paring the relative stabfity of any forms tested. Nevwth-’
less, the stabili~ of any form tested on such a model may not’
reproduce exactly that of a similar full-size flying boat.

In order that a more accurate indication of full-size
behavior may be obtained from the behavior of the model,
certain modifications must be made to the true, scaleddown
aerodynamic surfaces. Thwe changes are, necessitated by
the low Reynolds number at which the models me tested.
The low Reynolds number is due to: (1) practical limitations
on size and speed, and (2) the necessity of running the hull at
the proper Froude number. The result of these require-
ments is to reduce the angle of attack at which the surfaces
stall and also the maximum lift coeilicient.

An additionr+ldiflicul~ arises from the fact that the air-
speed over the model is reduced to a value slightly below
the water spee~ because the air is dragged along by the
towing carriage. A reduction in the total lift at any angle
aid speed is therefore inherent.

The low stalling angle and low mminnnn lift coefficient
can be compensated for by adding le.ad@-edge slats to the
wing of the model. The data given in reference 7 have been
used in designing such slats. \

The low total lift may be compensated for by adding area-
to the scale-size wing, usually by extending the tips. Addi-
tional area may also be necessary on elevatcm to obtain the
correct control moments.

The aerodynamic characteristics are determined by tow-
ing the model just clear of the water and measuring the totrd
lift and trhning moment. Adjustments of slats, areas, and
so forth may then be made on the basis of these results.

APPARATUS

In order to reduce the aerod~amic interference between
the tcnving carriage and a dynamic model, the water level is
reduced from that given in reference 3 resulting in a clearance
between the model and the bottom of the carriage of approxi-
mately 10 feet. In these teats the model was towed from a
.mmll auxiliary carriage which was pushed by the main car-
riage. The relative positions of the model, the main and
auxiliary carriages, and the tank are shown in figure 1.
Figure 8 shows the model being towed under the carriage.
With the model supportad beneath the auxiliary carriage, the ‘
airspeed in the vicinity of the “wing of the model is slightly
lower than the carriage speed. With the modol supported
beneath the main mrriage at this same low-water levcd, the
airspeed is slightly higher than the carriage speed. In
neither case is there any appreciable distortion of the direction
of the air stream.

The auxiliary carriage, shown in figure 1, is of welded-steel-
tube construction with four supporting wheeIs and two pairs
of guide wheels. All wheels have pmmnmtic tires. An in-
verted pyramid made of steel tubing and ex.tinding below
the carriage supports a roller cage. The roller cage consists
of two sets of ball-bearing rollers, located about a foot apart
verticdy. Each of these sets of rollers is made up of eight
rollem located two on each side of a 2- by l-inch rectangle. A
vertical towing staff of rectangular section, and of tho abovo
dimensions, is guided by the roller cage. The model to bo
tested is pivoted at the lower end of the towing staiI, tlm
pivot being located at the center of gravity of the ballasted
model. The model is thus free to pitch about its contor of
gravity,at the lower end of the staff,and risevertically with tlm
staft Restraint in yaw androH is provided by the roIIercage.

For the usual stability teats, trim is read from an indicator
located on the modeI.

PROCEDURE

For the purpose of investigating the stability characteris-
tic of flying boats in the NACA tank, two general types of
test procedure are usually followed: (1) The rango of trims
at which the model is stable is determined for a series of con-
stant speeds covering a practicxd range of operation; and (2)
the variation “h attitude and behavior of the modol @ noted
during accelerated runs.

Constant-speed runs.-In general, there are two primary
limits of stability: an upper limit consisting of two parts (the
upper limit, increasing trim; and the upper limit, decreasing
trim) and a lower limit. Changes in trim beyond tho upper
limit, increasing trim, or the lower limit remdt in porpoising,

During tho early jnveatigations, the tail was sot at fixed
an@a rmd the trim and condition of stability wero noted at
a series of tail settings and constant spee&. Tho model
assumed free-to-trim attitudes, and the condition of stability
was noted after a small initial pitching motion had been
applied. If the model was violently unstable, the trim waa dc+
timminedby reshining the model in pit+h with two opposite
vertical forces applied to the tail and by gradually reducing
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these forces until, at the instant of release, the forces were
approximately zero. The trim was read at the instant of re-
leasebefore an appreciable amplitude of porpoising developed.

By the investigation of the condition of stability for a
number of settings of the tail, the trims at which the model
will be stable can be determined.

The model is likewise run at a series of constant speeds
with the position of the tail group controlled by an operator
on the carriage. At each speed the trim of the hull is changed
by adjusting the elevator and stabilizer positions until the
available mtium or minimum trims are ob~ained or until
porpoising motion is noted. The trim at wluch porpoising
motion is fkst observed. is designated a limit of stability.
Typical curves are shown in figure 9.

“-1 I I i I I I I lLfA-”fitii.hi re&A-7tr+r71I I I I I I I I . .

10 , --~ HI
I i I I I I
I I ~

a h , *, , h

I I ~ &7eos@ fnrn J v I
.
. I I 1 I;6

&

d

2

0
20 24 2R 32 36 40 44 48

.s,beec?@s

Fmmm ‘L—hfodel 101BO. -tter of Rolub obtabmd dnrfng &@ of mwlel 101BC.

The lower limit of stability is obtained by decreasing the
trim and usually appears just over the hump speed as the
afterbody cornea clear of the water. ThiB limit is praent
over the remainder of the take-off.

The upper limit of stability (incre_wing trim) generally
appeam at intermediate planing speeds and is reached by
increasing the him until porpoising occurs. Because the
trim of the hull is hi~, this porpoisii is often referred to as
“high-angle porpoisiig.”

After the upper hit of stnbility (increasing trim) has
been exceeded and porpoieing is started, the elevatom are
moved to produce a lower trim and stop the motion. The
model does not become stable as the upper limit (increasing
trim) is again reached. Often the trim must be decreased
by several degrees below thiBlimit, before stability is eetab-
Iished. When the model becomes stable, there is generaLly
a sudden decrease in trim indicating that an excess of control
moment had to be applied to stop the porpoising. The
trim is noted just before this sudden decrease and is desig-
nated the upper limit, decreasing trim.

If the ,elevator control is imiticient to reach the upper
limit, the model is jumped to a high trim by a sudden chmge
in the angle of attack of the elevatora. This maneuver
sometimes starts porpoising that continues until the trim is
decreased to the upper limit, decreasing trim.

Accelerated &s, —Accelerated runs are used for deter-
- tie stible positions of the center of gravity and for
locating the best position of the stap. These tests am macb
with the tail group at tied angles of attack. At prearranged
speeds (intbrvala of 5 fps) during the acceleration, the trim
of the model is read and the behavior noted. This procedure
is repeakd at several settings of the tail group. The accel-
eration is continued to get+away speed unless the porpoising.
becomes too violent, in which case the model is taken out of
the water. For this type of test the gehaway speed of the
model &ould logically be attained in a time equal to that
for the full-size multiplied by the square root of the scale.
If too rapid an acceleration were used, the time available for
making readings would be imdkient. A lower rata of
acceleration is therefore applied, and emphasis is placed on
the reproducing of the rata of acceleration in successive runs.
Gekaway speed generally is reached in 30 or 40 seconds,
The effect of changing the rate of acceleration will be dis-
cussed later.

If a speciiic design is being investigated, the control
moment produced by the tail should correspond to that of’
the full she. This control moment is chocked by making
an aerodynamic test in which the model is towed just clear
of the water, and the lift and the control moments are read
from dynamometers located in the supporting cables.

A variation of the accelerated-run method of testing is
used in investigating take-off and landing characteristics.
The rate of acceleration of the carriage is increased and tho
model is flown off and landed at diflerent attitudes. Motion
pictures permit a more detailed study of the behavior.

REStiTS AND DISCUSSION

Constant-speed tests.-Inmmuch as most of the investi-
gations were made using model 101BC (1.00 inch, depth of
step), the results obtained with this model will be discussed
in detail.

The data plotted in figure 9, representing the limits of
stability for model 10IBC, show a considerable scatter of
points, especially between tests made on different datea.
This scatter may be partially explained by the fact that the
planing bottom near the step could not be maintained as
smooth as would be desirable. Because of the severe por-
poising to which the model had been subjected during these
tests, it was necessaq b repair the covering on the forebody
bottom near the main step on several occasions. Each time
the wood was found to be water-soaked. For one test, this
planing bottom was deliberately roughened by fitting strips
of profilm, which were attached just forward of the main
step and loose at the trailing end. The scatter of points wss
increased and the lower limit of stability was substantially
decreased. These results emphasize the necessity of main-
taining the same condition of smoothness throughout the
teats if the results obtained with difTerent modifications are
to be compared.

The porpoieiig motion that appears on departures in trim
below the lower limit is mainly motion in pitch and generally
damps rapidly as the trim is increased. The accuracy of -
the determination of this limit is about + x“ for these tests.
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The porpoising just beyond the hump speed is not particu-
larly violent and the amplitude of the motion increasesslowly.
The reverse is also true; the amplitude decreasesslowly when
the trim is again increased, indicating that the damping
forces are small. This characteristic was particularly evi-
dent for all the modifications of model 101.

Porpoising at the upper limit is generally violent. After
a very slight departure in trim above the upper limit, the
porpoising motion increasesrapidly and appeaxs to be almost
independent of the amount of the departure in trim above
the limit. The motion is mainly in rise, and the model
appeara to bounce on the main step with relatively little
vertical motion at the second step. The variation of the
trim and rise during this porpoising is shown in figure 10(a).
Tha large variation in rise is evident horn these records.
The accuracy of determination of the upper limit (increas-
ing trim) is about +%0 for these tests.

If the elevatcnware returned to the setting at which the
model was stable just before the porpoising began, the motion
will not stop. Further decrease in trim is necessary to
recover stabili~. The trim at which porpoising ceasea
(upper limit, decreasing trim) is determined in these teats to
an accuracy of about A x“. At 48 feet per second (@. 9)
the model did not start porpoising until a trim bf 9° was
exceeded, but a recovery from this instability could not be
made until the trim was decreased to ahnost 6°. With a
stable condition at 48 feet per second there is a range of trims
of about 7° in which the model does not porpoise. When
porpoising at high angles is started, however, this range of
stable trims is reduced to about 4°.

.

A record of the trim and rise during a recovery from this
type of porpoising is shown in figure 10(b). This record
illustrate the sudden decrease in trim as porpoising stops.

The presence of the upper limit, decreasing trim, may
akm.mt for the violent porpoising that occurs in making
stalled landings with some flying boats which, at the same
time, apparently have no porpoising tendencies during the
take-off.

At high speeds the lower limit is very definite and the
amplitude of the porpoising rapidly inoreaseawjth depar@re
in trim-below the limit. Most of the dynamic models tested
in the tank show this characteristic. A record of the trim
and rise during this porpoising is shown in figure 1O(C).

At low speeds, approximately 26 to 31 feet per second,
another variation in the porpoising w-as observed. If the
trim is very suddenly increased to a high value, either by
changing the elevator angle or by starting violent porpoising
because of a large decrease in trim below the lower limit, a
porpoising motion that is entirely uncontrollable may be
established. The amplitude in several cases was greater
than 10°. The lower extreme of the trim lies below the
lower limit. The upper extreme is a higher trim than can
be obtained with the available control moment and probably .
lies above an upper limit, A recovery by use of the ele-
vators was impossible; the model was usually removed from
the water to prevent its beigg damaged. Figure 10(d)
shows the variation in trim and rise during this porpoising. -

The condition of stability obtained with fixed settings of
the tail may be compared with the limits of stability ob-
tained by ohanging the angle of incidence of the tail surfaces

‘r4rll12a-4~
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until porpoising occurs. Such a compmison is shown in
figure 11. The results obtained by &ther procedure are
substantially the same. This agreement indicates that any
small moments that may be introduced by the presence of
the Bowden cable are negligible.

As a rule, when tests are made at constant speeds, the
stabfi~ characteristics are determined for only one position
of the center of gravity. Modifications of the model are
then tested in an effort to determine the changes that will
increase the range of stable trims. Available information
indicatea that the principal &ect of moving the center of
gravity is the change in pitching moment that results in a
change in the trim.

An increase in the range of stable trims would be expected
to increase the range of stable positions for the center”of
gravity unless the modification produces a comparable
change in hydrodpmnic moment. b- order to determine
the range of shble positions for the center of gravity, tests
are ordinarily made at accelerated speeds.

Accelerated runs. —Results obtained by making tests at
accelerated speeds are plotted in figure 12. The limits of
stability obtained at constant speeds are also shown in
@e 12. As the trim during the accelerated runs crosses
the limit of stability, the model begins to porpoise and
continues porpoising untiI the trim is again in a stable rqgion,
In this respect the two methods give fairly consistent results.

If the control moment and lift of the full-size flying boat
are simulated on the model, this method givea a rapid indi-
cation of the stability. Only settings of the elevator used
in actual flight need to be investigated. This method has
been usd, to determine the range of positions for the donter
of gravity at wfich the model is stable.
. If the acceleration is small, the amplitude of porpoising

may become large because the trim of the model is in an
unstable region for a long period of time. With a more
rapid acceleration the model pssms through an unstable
region without developing an appreciable amplitude of por-
poisii. This efEecthas been noted in tests of mvrmd models,
The acceleration must therefore be reproduced as nedy as
possible for tests of all mod.iilcations of a model if the results
are to be comparable.

The results ot#ained by either method of testing aro
influenced by WWWW. With accelerated runs, however,
the presence of the waves will have a greater effect on tho
results. Each reading is a part of the time history of the
variation of the trim, and the readings at any particular
speed are not independent of previous redings. If tho trim
is suddenly increased as the model passea through a wave,
porpoising may be started and the readings taken immedi-
ately thereafter are changed by this initial porpoising. J?or
this reason all runs are made with about the samo tinm
interval between runs and about the same degree of roughness
of the water.

In the case of tests at accelerated speeds the condition of
the waves in the tank, the variations in rnte of acceleration,
and the general d.ifliculty of reading trim during porpoising
cause considerable scatter of the points when the results am
plotted. If the stability characteristics of tho model me
particularly poor, it 3 very diflicrdt to obtain data showing
a systematic variation that tests of other models (by tho same
method) indicate is present.

Effeot of variations in moment of inertia.-The effect on
the porpoising characteristics of a change in momont of
inertia is of interest because it is often necessary or desirable
to make tests at other than the design values. If the con-
struction of the model is’not sufficiently light, the moment of
inertia of the unbsllasted model may be such that it is
impossible to obtain balance about the center of gravity
wit$out mceeding the design value for the moment of inertia.
When sweral loads are being investigated, it is usually
sdlicient and most convenient to use one value of tho
moment of inertia for all the loads.

In order to determine the effect of variation iu the moment
of inertia on the limits of stabili~, model 10IBO waa run
with a 25-percent ‘excess moment of inertia, the gross load
and mass moving vertically being kept constnnt.
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Tho limits of stability for the normal condition (5.97
slug-ft a, and for Q 25-percent excess (7.46 slug-ft ~ are
shown in figure 13. The excess moment of inertia has little
effect on the limits of stability within the accuracy of the.
tests, tho only measurable difference being at the upper limit,
decreasing trim. Since this limit is determined by a recovery
from an misting unstable condition, some change would be
expected with a change in the moment of inertia. A pre-
cise adjustment of the moment of inertia of a model to the
design value is, therefore, not critical if the limits of stability
are to be determined from constant-speed runs. If several
conditions of loading are being investigated, an average
valuo of the moment of inertia may be used for all the loads.

Unfortunately, comparable data were not obtained at
accelerated speeds. Teata of other models indicate, however,
that very large departures from the design value of the
moment of inertia do iufluence the results.

L@lsd fps
(a)Elevator d down (rnkdmnm trim).

(b) Elevator neutraf (neutral Mm).

FIOURE 16.-Modd IOIBO. Effed of varying the mnmmoving vertidly on the
~P~~dw OfPm@dng.

Effect of variations in mass moving vertically.-The effect
of varying the mass moving vertically (model 101BC) on the
limits of stabili@- is shown “infigure 14. The mass moving
vertically was increased by adding a weight to the towing
staff and an equal counterweight, thus keeping a constant
load on the water. The normal maw moving vertically
(76.5 pounds) was increased by 14 percent, 25 percent, and
50 percent.

The lower limit and the upper limit, increasing trim, are
unaffected by the variations in mass moving vertically,
within the limits of accuracy of the twti. The upper limit,
decrea$ng trim, is shifted to lower trims as the mass moving
vertically is increased. Such a change is expected bemuse
this limit represent the triin of recovery from an already
existing porpoising condition.

Figure 15 shows similar data obtained by accelerated
runs for two settings of the tail group. In general, an
increase in mass moving vertically tends to delay the in-
crease in amplitude of porpoising. With neutral elevators
and 95.6 pounds moving vertically, the amplitude appar-
ently did not have time to develop. W3th 114.7 pounds
moving vertically, the porpoising became unmanageable at
a lower speed: This behavior is probably due to the pres-
enm of waves in the tank. With the tail set for minimum
trim, the increase in amplitude of porpoising was definitely
delayed as the mass moving vertically was increased. With
this setting of the tail and excess mass moving vertkalty,
the model was removed horn the water soon after porpoising
began, to prevent its being damaged.
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Effect of variations of depth of step.—The limits of
stability, with three depths of step, are shown in figure 16.
The change in the lower limit is very small and is probably
caused by changes in the condition of the planing bottom
rather than by the increase in depth of step. No appreciable
change is espected because the model is planing on the fore-
body alone, and the only water striking the afterbody is the
spray from under the forebody, which occurs at high speeds.

The upper limit of stability, increasing trim, is raised M
the depth of step increases. This raising of the limit maybe
caused by increased afterbody clearance, better ventilation
behind the step, or a combination of the two.

With the shallow step (model 101BA) excessive negative
pressures were present during porpoising at high angles and
high speeds; and both sides of the afterbody planing surface
behind the step were torn out of the model during the tests.
Pressuremeasumxnentsmade on another model indicate that
the negative pressuresmay become quite large during high-
angle porpoisiig. In this last-mentioned case either ventila-
tion of the step by the installation of air ducts or an incresse
in the depth of step improved the performance.

The upper limit, decreasing trim, is also raised as the depth
of step is increased. The violence of the motion, aa tho trim
is decreased to approach” this limit, is also reduced. The
model is more controllable and generally easier to handle
with a deep step.

Effect of variations of gross load coeffloient CAO.—&’oss
load coefficient is deiined by

CAo=AJd3

where

& gros load, pounds
w speciiic weight of water, pounds per cubic foot
it beam of hul.1,feet

The effects of variations in load coefficient on the limits of
stabili~ are shown in @e 17. For these tests the moment
of inertia and the mass moving vertically were kept constant.
The previous tests indicate that the effects of variations of
these quantities are small and for cimvenience they woro not
varied.

Over the hump and at intermediate planing speeds, the
lower limit of stability is raised as the load coefficient is in-
crwmd. There is an increase in damping at speeds just
over the hump with the higher load coefficients, the model
with the smallest load coefficient (dAo= 0.62) having almost
no damping at all in this speed range. At high speeda the
lower limits of stability with the three values of the load
coefficient tend to approach the same trims.

The variation in the upper limit of stability, increasing
trim, is small and is not so consistent as the variation in the
lover limit. The limit is raised as the load is increased and,
with the same available trhming moment, the limit first
appears at a higher speed.

The effect on the lower branch of the upper limit is quito
large. As the load’ coefficient is inoressed, this limit is raised
and the speed at which it @t appeam is incre~sed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two methods for investigating the stability chamcteristica
of dynamic models have been suggested:

(l) Tests at constant speed.—The attitude of the modol
is varied by means of the tail group, and the trim at which
porpoisii begins or stops is noted. This type of test
defies the range of trims at which the model is stable.

Although an accurate simulation of full-size control
moment is not e.ssentisl, sufficient control should be avail-
able to attain the limiting trims. A shift of the center of
gravity may be necessary to obtain this control moment.

Small variations in the moment of inertia and in the
mass moving vertically have a negligible effect on tlm
limits of stability. With an excess of either, a slight shift
of the upper limit, decreasing trim, is made toward lower
trims.

The porpoising characteristics are generally determined
for ordy one position of the center of gravi@ by this method.
In order to determine the range of stable positions for the
center of gravity, the following method requires less time
and is consequently preferable.
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(2) Tests at accelerated speed,—The trim and amplitude
of porpoising are noted at predetermined speeds during an
accelerated run. Data are taken for two or three settings
of the tail. This type of test determines the amplitude
of porpoising of the model over the range of available control
moment.

Control moments, corresponding to the full size, must be
simulated if these rewdts are to be used in predicting full-
size behavior.

Maintaining correct moment of inertia and mass moving
vertically is more important if this procedure is used than
if teats are of the constant-speed type.

Different amplitudes of porpoising ean be obtained for
the same model by varying the rate of acceleration. With
the present method for controlling the towing carriage, an
accurate reproduction of accelerated runs is difhcult.

A combination of the two methods for testing would
probably give the most reliable results with the least amount
of testing. The limits of stability would be first determined
by making constant-speed runs. Modifications would be
made on the baais of these tests and the merit of any alter-
ation in form would, in general, be measured in terms of
changes of the stability limits. The modification showing

—
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the most desirable stability characteristics would then be
tested by accelerated runs, and the range of stable positions
for the center of gravity would be determined. These last-
mentioned teatswould indicate any further changes necessary
to make this range of positions correspond to those necessary
for aerodynamic stability. ,

Increasing the depth of step has no appreciable effect
on the lower limit of stability. The upper limits are raised
with an increase in depth of step, and the violenm of high-
angle porpoisii is greatly reduced.

Increasing the load coeilicient raisea the lower limit of
stability. The effect is greatest at intermediate planing
speeds. The upper limit, increasing trim, is raised as the
load is increased and the speed at which this limit is fit
determined is also increased. The upper limit, decreasing
trim, is moved to higher trims and speeds with an increase
in load coefficient.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL &iIRONAUTTCAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COW~E FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY 13’I.ELD,VA., September9, 19@.
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APPENDIX

DETERMINATION OF THE PITCHING MOMENT OF INERTIA OF A DYNAMIC MODEL

Ih an experimental study of the longitudinal stabili~ of a
flying boat by the use of a model, it is desirable that the mo-
tions of the model correctly reproduce those of the full-size
craft. It is therefore necessary to measure the pitching
moment of inertia of the model. This measurement may
be accomplished by swinging the model as a compound
pendulum.

-----%+ ofkmfe -

1

FmuEE l&—Knffe+.ige pendufmn for detemnhatfon of moment of fnertk

Knife-edge penduhnn,-An elementary form of the
pendulum is that shown in figure 18. The model is suspended
by means of rigid links from a pair of knife edges. A de-
tailed dismission of the method is given in reference 8. The
virtual moment of inertia of the model about-a lateral axis
through its center of gravity maybe expressed as follows:

where

I

T,

W,
L,

T,
w,

L

w

9
v

$4.
.

true moment of inertia of structure of model about a
lateral axis through its center of gravity, slug-ft 2

period of oscillation of complete pendulum, sec
weight of compl~te pendulum, lb
distance from tis of rotation (knife edges) to center of

gravity of complete pendulum, ft
period of swinging gear alone, sec
weight of swinging gear alone, lb
distanca from lmife edges to center of gravity of swinging

gear, ft
weight of model, lb
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec z
volume of model, cu ft
mass density of air, alngs/cu ft
additional rnasa effect due to momentum imparted to

surrounding air, slugs

34

L distance from Jmife edges to center of gravity of model,
ft

I. additional moment of inertia of air disturbed by modol
about lm.ife edges, slug-ft 2

The first two terms of the equation represent, respectively,
the moments of inertia about the knife-edge axis of the com-
plete pendulum and of the swinging gear alone, The last
term transfers the remaining moment of inertia (that of the
model itself) to a parallel axis through the center of gravity

of the model. The factor
( )

~+ VP+MA is the true mass

of the model as swung. This factor is the sum of the mass

determined from the weight of the model in air$; the mass of

air entrapped in the model Vp; and the additional maas
effect due to the motion imparted to the surrounding air MA.
Under ordinary conditions, the last two effects may be
safely neglected. The third term of the equatich 1A is the
moment of inertia (about the axis of oscillation) of the air
set in motion by the model.

In the design of a full-scale flying boat, the moment of
inertia” is usually computed for the structure alone. This
value, when reduced in proportion to the fifth power of the
scale of the model, is that to which the moment of inertia of
the structure of the model should correspond, The neglect
of the 1A term in swinging the model causea an appreciable
error. J?or example (if the results obtained with NACA
model 101 are used), the value of 1Acomputed by the method
of reference 8 is 0.32 slug-feet~ or 5.4 percent of the true
moment of inertia desired for the structure alone, 6.97
slug-feet’.

The pendulum should be kept short in order that tho
moment of inertia of the model about its own center of
~-vity be a large part of the moment of inertia of the
total penduhun about the axis of oscillation.

The error in measuring a moment of inertia that may be
expected in any given case may be easily debmnined from
the fundamental formula and the probable errors in mensur-
ing time, length, and weight. In the case of the subject
model, this error amounts to approxinmtely 1 percent.

Care must also be taken that the model is swinging in an
arc about the lmife-edge axis and that no other freedom is
possible.

Added-weight method of m@in.g.-A somewhat more
convenient adaptation of the compound pendulum is at
present used at the NACA trek. Figure 19 shows tho
arrangement. In this method the model is suspended from
the towing staff actually used in testing. The ball-homing

.
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pivot is Iomted at the desired center of gravity to be te&ed
and an additional weight is suspended rigidly below the
model to give the pendulum stability. A compound pen-
dulum is thus formed with its center of gravity somewhat
below the pivot. The following equation may be derived:

where
1 moment of inertia of model about a lateral axis through

its center of gravi~, slug-ft 2
w added weight, lb
1 distance from pivot to center of gravity of added weight,

ft
T pmiod of oscillation, sec
IU moment of inertia of added weight about its own center

of gravity, Slug-ft2

The moment of inertia of the added weight about its own
center of gravity may in most caseabe neglected. Ambient-
air effects have not been considered in the above equation,
and their omission results in an error exactly the same as
that due to their omission from the formula for the knife-
cdge system. The possible error due to errors in measure-
ment is, of course, the same as that in a lmife-edge pendulum.

The chief adv~tages in the use of an added-weight
pendulum lie in the eaae of setting up and balancing the
model. One disadvantage is that the friction of the ball-
bearing pivot ishigher than that of a set of knife edges, making
it more diflicult to get a suillcient number of oscillations.

Ballasting prooedure.-The usual procedure followed at
the NACA tank is to suspend the model at the desired
location of the center of gravity and to balance the model
about the pivot by trial location of ballast. The added
weight is then attached to the model and a trial moment of
inertia obtained. Computations then indicate the proper
location rmd amount of ballast to give the correct location
of the center of gravity and the correct moment of inertia.
I?rom the.trial ballast and its location, the center of gravity
of the unballasted model and its moment of inertia may be
determined. The following relations may then be worked
out (see fig. 18).

~b=I,–IO–WOT:-Ib
WJO

and
w,#o

wb=—
rb

where
?* moment arm of ballast required, ft
I, required moment of inertia about pivot, slug-ft z

.

--–-Li@f-weI”@ f cwd

to
.

FIOUEE 19.–Addod-we1ght methcd of swinging model to detormlne moment of inwlk:

10

W.
TO

1,

%

moment of inertia of nnballasted model about its own
center of gravity, slug-ft ~

weight of unballasted model, lb
moment arm of unballasted model, ft
moment of inertia of “ballastweight about its own center

of gravity, slug-ft ~. Neglect, at least, for first
appro~ation of rb.

required ballast weight, lb
A check determination of the moment of inertia is usually

made after setting the proper ballast at the computed
location.
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T-4BLE IJ..-AFTERBODY OFFSETS FOR MODELS 101BB
AND 101BC

~lmeasbmsinlnolm. O- not ghen fro same u 10IBA]

Both mtieh

sta- %
thn ~fx+ --&

. .

6 J r

13A - &Loz &m am 4.17
14-– oLa5 6.49 &73 4.17
15--- aa3 h 16 6.39 &17
16_. 7L 11 4.01- &84 4.17
17.-. 70.14 3.s2 fi65 4.17
18--- 8L 17 27a 4.o1 4.17
19.- E3.!n L42 2eJ 417
a -.. 9L24 o .91 417
n_. m 17 ----- {% 17

—
c -1=ka 1c k

1-
a b

7.24 h16
6.76 L75
a= 4.3J
h% 4U
hsl 362
Am &&2
434 3.83
3.s3 3.65
3.67 ------

—
b

& :%

.lz LB

.24 &40

.39 h 01

.s 4t3

.67 404
L 01 3.s3

M
/
:1

3.34
&a :1
137 0. Ml
3.27 .24
3.2s SJ
3.30

I1.34 3.37 3.37 LCM

s No mdha; Ck3W to dine.










